Food allergies represent a significant problem in the western world, affecting about 7% of children under 3 years of age.\(^1\)\(^2\) The impact of food allergies extend beyond the affected individual to their immediate family, as a great deal of anxiety is generated by the fear of a possible fatal food allergy and the practical problem of food avoidance.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Consequently it is essential that a correct diagnosis be made.

**INTERPRETATION OF THE CLINICAL HISTORY**

Diagnosing immediate hypersensitivity to food should not be expected to cause difficulty with the onset of well characterised symptoms occurring only minutes after ingestion. The observation that a positive diagnosis of food allergy could be confirmed in less than 50% of cases diagnosed by clinical history illustrates that the true picture is more complex and that diagnostic testing is required to confirm or refute the presence of allergy.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^7\)

There are several reasons for getting the diagnosis wrong. Foods are rarely eaten singly, and unravelling the allergen in a meal requires detailed knowledge of food manufacture as well as food recipes. Cooking a food changes the protein structure and this may affect the allergenic properties, so that, for example pasteurised milk becomes less likely to provoke an allergic reaction than unheated milk, but roasted peanuts are more likely to cause symptoms than untreated ones.\(^8\)

Interpretation of allergic symptoms frequently causes difficulty. Eczematous patients, many of whom suffer from food intolerance, experience perioral urticaria and contact irritation provoked by fruit juices and other irritants. Patients with the oral allergy syndrome describe intra-oral pruritus and pharyngeal swelling which is a localised mucosal response without systemic involvement and related to the presence of type 1 IgE mediated hypersensitivity.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^11\)

Patients with ordinary or physical urticaria not infrequently attribute their rash to a food allergy, though an allergic cause can be demonstrated in less than 25%. Symptoms of anaphylaxis may also be confused with generalised urticaria, acute anxiety, vasovagal attacks, mastocytosis, or hereditary angioedema.\(^12\)

A further complication in the interpretation of food allergy symptoms in children is the dynamic nature of the allergic response which changes with time; the acquisition of food tolerance and amelioration of symptoms is reported in children with all types of food allergy.\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^14\)

**EVALUATING FOOD ALLERGY TESTS**

Although the clinical history retains a fundamental place in diagnosis, we should not become complacent where there is an equal chance of the diagnosis being right or wrong. Are our patients served any better by diagnostic tests? None of the routinely available tests using allergen extract pricked into the dermis or measurement of serum IgE antibody in serum discriminate between sensitisation and clinical reactivity. False negative tests other than those attributable to poor technique or laboratory error are comparatively rare, but important because of the inherent risk of a severe allergic reaction in a patient who has been mistakenly reassured.\(^15\)

False positive tests are numerically much more of a problem. The probability of finding a positive allergy test increases in patients with eczema and in patients with higher serum levels of IgE immunoglobulin, but the specificity of these tests varies between 49% and 95%, depending on the size of the skin test wheal diameter and proportion of specific IgE antibody, and patient selection.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^7\)\(^16\)

In studies examining the relation between values obtained by allergy testing with the response to oral food challenge (OFC), the likelihood of a positive challenge can be predicted in up to 95% of selected patients by careful interpretation of results, but the studies are not consistent and vary with the prevalence of allergy in the population.\(^16\)\(^-\)\(^18\) A prospective study of OFC in patients who were predicted to react according to specific IgE levels found good positive prediction of symptomatic allergy but low sensitivity, so antibody tests were not useful in excluding a food allergy. Furthermore there was no association between specific IgE concentration and the severity of symptoms triggered by the OFC. Recent data from one centre measuring food specific IgE values has established predictive thresholds for allergic response which has enabled a 50% reduction in the need for food challenges.\(^19\) This seemingly important advance has not been universally applicable to different study populations. A reviewer of more recently published studies has suggested that each allergy centre should establish their own data for allergic thresholds and that food challenges will continue to be standard practice.\(^19\)

In practice, sensitisation as defined by positive skin prick test and specific IgE antibody is encountered in many more asymptomatic individuals than in patients who show symptoms so that interpreting results is unreliable without a convincing clinical history. This creates the possibility of a false positive test supporting a mistaken diagnosis based on clinical symptoms encountered in up to 30% of cases.\(^20\)

The skin prick testing procedure is widely applied and poses an extremely small risk to patients though it may rarely provoke a generalised allergic reaction in young infants.\(^21\)

The real problem is that neither the size of the skin test reaction, nor the concentration of IgE antibody will answer the questions which patients most frequently ask in the allergy clinic. “Does my child have a food allergy, what will happen to my child if they eat the food, and how much or little food is necessary to produce a reaction?”, can not be answered without recourse to oral food challenge (OFC).

**USEFULNESS OF FOOD CHALLENGE TESTS**

A discussion of the relative merits of open and double blind placebo controlled challenge procedures is described elsewhere. The importance of the latter as a research tool and gold standard of food allergy diagnosis is established, though there are dose limitations and false negative tests are described.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^7\) By implication, research ethical committees accept that researchers will have obtained legally valid consent for OFC and that the procedure satisfies established ethical criteria; that the information obtained by the test is useful and that it cannot be obtained in any other way, and that children are exposed to the lowest risk that is consistent with obtaining the data.\(^22\)\(^-\)\(^23\)

In the clinical situation, open food challenge is sufficient in most of the patients with suspected allergy to
confirm a diagnosis and to answer the most frequently asked questions.

Response to OFC may be absent, minimal, or severe as defined by need for emergency treatment of anaphylaxis as outlined in previous reports. The response may be more or less severe than predicted from previous history as illustrated in children with peanut allergy. Forty four per cent of those with a mild index reaction had a more severe reaction on follow up, though other studies have shown that up to 20% of patients with previous history show spontaneous resolution.

There is such a variable natural history for food allergies in children that OFC is often the most accurate and informative method of providing useful and contemporaneous information to parents. Of the known limitations to the OFC procedure, an inadequate amount of food ingested is most likely to restrict usefulness of the test. Replication of clinical reactions requires up to 8 g of dried food or 60 g of wet food. These amounts are difficult to achieve in practice because patients are reluctant to ingest foods which they find distasteful or uncomfortable, even in the absence of an allergic reaction. Anxiety symptoms are easily confused with allergic symptoms, so that even experienced clinicians may have difficulty in interpretation of events unless they are able to directly observe the patient throughout the entire procedure. Delayed reactions occurring several hours after ingestion are another source of error in children with cows’ milk allergy, and patients must be informed of the potential for late symptoms. Despite these restrictions, false negative results are unusual, as are reports of reactions to placebo.

The accepted indications for OFC are to confirm symptomatic food allergy or to demonstrate resolution of allergy, and a single test with sufficient food is adequate for this purpose. Validation of OFC by repeated challenge to show reproducible results is impractical and usually unethical. It is therefore not known if the test can be used reliably to demonstrate thresholds for the amount of food required to provoke symptoms, and unexpectedly severe reactions occurred when patients were rechallenged with food mixed with a high fat content. The authors suggest that early warning signals such as oral irritation are masked when lipophilic food allergens are consumed in a fatty meal. In these patients the OFC may yield useful information by demonstrating if the reaction occurs to traces of the food (very sensitive) or only to much larger amounts.

OFC in children probably does help to show if severity of allergy is declining with age, but symptoms on accidental ingestion may be worse than expected, for example during asthma exacerbation or after exercise. It is unwise to predict severity of future reactions from the outcome of challenge testing alone, and anaphylaxis treatment plans should be based on clinical assessment of risk and knowledge of the natural history of the specific provoking allergen.

There are no published studies of patients’ questions of life assessments following OFC, but our own unpublished data show that families value objective and contemporaneous information. In a recent survey of families of allergic children in South Manchester, 41 questionnaires were received from 83 patients, of which 85% reported that information from the challenge test was useful. Within the whole group 53% had no reaction to food, but 24% had reactions needing urgent treatment. For these families their main concerns were uncertainty and lack of information, rather than an insufficient challenge procedure. Our low response rate introduces possible observer bias, and further evidence for the effectiveness of OFC would be useful.

**RISKS AND ETHICS OF FOOD CHALLENGES**

The allied issues of clinical risk assessment and informed consent for OFC are perhaps the most important and controversial ones confronting the paediatric allergist today. A consensus of clinical practice and recommendation is urgently required, but is unlikely to emerge until clinical allergy achieves specialty status in the Royal Colleges.

That severe allergic reactions occur during OFC is not in doubt, and the procedure must take place in appropriately staffed children’s units with adequate resuscitation facilities. Such reactions appear to be treated effectively without harmful effects to the patient, with no cases of very severe or fatal allergic reactions identified in a two year period in the UK and Ireland. Is this apparently reassuring finding a reflection of our reluctance to investigate children when the tests may put them at risk?

Most clinicians would hesitate to challenge children with a recent history of severe reaction and those with severe or unstable asthma. However, a number of other risk factors may also predispose a child to greater risk of anaphylaxis during OFC, such as a history of increasingly severe reactions, exquisite sensitivity to food, medication with β adrenergic antagonists, and after elimination diets. There are very few published audits of OFC; the available data suggest that there is a 1% risk of severe reaction requiring treatment with adrenaline.

Analysis of food challenge outcome in 59 consecutive patients in South Manchester showed a low incidence of severe reactions defined as needing emergency treatment with adrenaline or bronchodilator (10.2%) and a high incidence of non-reactors (50.9%), consistent with previous reports. In our experience, children with putative risk factors such as well controlled asthma, previous history of severe reaction in early childhood, or strongly positive skin prick test, did not have a different outcome to those children with no apparent risk factors, some of whom also had severe responses to challenge. Therefore, OFC can place any child at risk of an adverse event and we cannot confidently predict outcome, which is the principal reason for needing the information yielded by the test.

Opinion varies on selection of patients suitable for OFC (personal communications). A cautious approach will have the effect of overdiagnosing food allergy and the consequent need for dietary elimination. Such an approach satisfies the clinician’s desire for prudence and may be acceptable to some families, though others will require a more definite diagnosis. We should question if the evidence justifies withholding OFC when parents and children would like to be tested and we can undertake the test in a far safer environment than in the home or school.

In addition, multiple food allergies can impose severe nutritional problems. Extensive elimination of foods based on false positive blood and skin tests cannot be justified, and it is unethical not to challenge these patients.

How should we advise patients when seeking informed consent for the procedure without introducing bias and personal prejudice? Our recommendations should be guided by the ethical principles of informing on what is known about the benefits and risks, and to do so in a way which preserves choice by informing appropriately. If we were to say to parents that there is a remote but actual risk of severe harm or death from the challenge, there would probably be few if any volunteers and these would be so anxious that the results might be uninterpretable. The more appropriate information is that the risk of severe or actual harm is extremely rare and unmeasurable, and that our experience of the tests is that they are safe.

The numbers of children experiencing potentially serious reactions during OFC in published reports and in our own
patients is similar to the incidence of adverse drug reactions in hospitalised children.26 37 Unlike OFC, disasters and fatalities are reported with drug prescribing and in sufficient numbers to be a leading cause of death, though parents are not often aware of these statistics when we prescribe for their children.28 29

Many investigative procedures in children, such as endoscopy under general anaesthesia or injection of drugs in radiological contrast media also carry a small risk, the available evidence being that food challenge tests are actually safer than any of these.30 31

Few medical interventions are entirely free of risk and our role should be to enable patients to understand what we know about the balance of risk and benefit.32 Parents will naturally seek to protect their children from risk. In the context of food allergy, knowledge of the real risk of anaphylaxis can be more important to them than our reservations about the hazards of the only test which can at present help to provide them with the information they need.
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